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Abstract
Big data analytics is a growth area with the potential to provide useful insight in healthcare. Whilst many dimensions of big data still present issues in its use and adoption, such as managing the volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value, the accuracy, integrity, and semantic interpretation are of greater concern in clinical application. However, such challenges have not deterred the use and exploration of big data as an evidence source in healthcare. This drives the need to investigate healthcare information to control and reduce the burgeoning cost of healthcare, as well as to seek evidence to improve patient outcomes. Whilst there are a number of well-publicised examples of the use of big data in health, such as Google Flu and HealthMap, there is no general classification of its uses to date. This study used a systemic review methodology to create a categorisation of big data use in healthcare. The results indicate that the natural classification is not clinical application based, rather it falls into four broad categories: administration and delivery, clinical decision support (with a sub category of clinical information), consumer behaviour, and support services. Further, the results demonstrate that the use of big data in all examples in the literature is not singular in its approach and each study covers multiple use and application areas. This study provides a baseline to assess the proliferation of the use of big data in healthcare and can assist in the understanding the breadth of big data applications.
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INTRODUCTION

According to a 2013 Commonwealth of Australia report, about 90% of data today was created in the last 2 years. It has been calculated that the production of data will be 44 times greater in 2020 than it was in 2009. Other calculations suggest that data is being created at 2.5 quintillion bytes a day. For the purpose of this study, the following definition has been adopted: “high-volume, high velocity and/or high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight, decision making, and process optimization” (Commonwealth of Australia, 2013, p. 8). This definition recognises three dimensions of big data. However, there are arguably two additional challenges: veracity and value.

Big data is recognised as a multidisciplinary information processing system. Areas of business, government, media, and in particular healthcare, are increasingly incorporating big data into information processing systems. To make effective use of the potential of big data in healthcare, an understanding of what the 2.5 quintillion bytes of data consists of, where they reside, are they raw, processed or derived artefacts, and what the delineation between public and private access is required. What is missing currently is any answers to these questions. A first step to answering such a question, is to construct a meaningful picture using categorisation of the areas of current use.

This initial review attempts to provide foundation for understanding the use of big data in healthcare, with a view to explore how big data can be applied to particular areas to gain the maximum benefit for the targeted research. Big data analytics relates to healthcare as an option for solving information system complexities within healthcare. Although the five dimensions of big data are categorised separately, in fact, they intertwine.

- Volume (scale of data): This is the management of the amount of data, usually referred to in terms of terabytes or petabytes of data. It involves management of data storage (Feldman, 2012).
- Variety (different forms of data): The format of data can be structured, semi structured and unstructured (Feldman, 2012)
- Velocity: The frequency of data that is produced, processed, and analysed (Feldman, 2012).
- Veracity (uncertainty of data): The quality, relevance, predictive value and meaning of data (Clifford, 2008).
Value: The worth of information to various stakeholders/decision makers (Clifford, 2008).

These five dimensions play an important role in the issues facing big data analytics. Big data analytics involves the analysis of high volume data that stems from a variety of sources, including structured and unstructured data (Commonwealth of Australia, 2013). It also refers to the volume of the data sets within the data analysis and the velocity in which they are analysed.

In recent years, the concept of big data has been introduced to the healthcare system as a solution to a variety of healthcare-related information system problems as health systems grown increasingly complex and expensive (Sun, 2013). Estimates suggest that in 2012, healthcare data reached about 500 petabytes. While future estimates suggest that by 2020 healthcare data will equal 25,000 petabytes. Effective integration of such data using data mining and medical informatics may result in lower costs and improved patient care via well informed decision making (Sun, 2013).

Big data is the intelligence for Electronic Health Records (EHRs), as it has the ability to connect financial, operational, and clinical analytic systems, and may support evidence-based healthcare. Evidence based healthcare involves the systematic reviewing of previous clinical data in order to provide decision makers with information. Evidence suggests that big data can be used to detect disease and in particular assist in clinical genomic analysis of HIV patients (Feldman, 2012). However, big data requires careful data management in order to fulfil the goals of big data analytics (Commonwealth of Australia, 2013). This includes data governance of the data sources, data content, data quality, data consistency, data access and security, user training, and data stewardship (Shaw, 2013). Data related issues can arise without effective management and governance, and these include unreliable, inaccessible, missing, or inaccurate data (Shaw, 2013). Therefore, data management aims to provide accurate, authentic, and reliable data essential for good decision making in healthcare. Consequently, big data initiatives must consider the various aspects of big data processes such capturing, storing, searching, sharing, and analysing of data (Commonwealth of Australia, 2013).

Whilst tackling these issues is important, it is also vital to examine the landscape of trial use and leading applications in big data in order to investigate the practical application and potential of this new phenomenon. To date, this type of examination is not evident in the literature. The first step in making effective big data use more prominent is to identify and categorise the current innovative uses. Hence, this paper describes a systematic review of big data to provide a categorisation of the uses of big data in healthcare. The research process and an explanation of the choice of articles selected for the review is presented. Subsequently, an analysis of the articles and the resultant mapping of the categories are described.
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of a systematic review is to summarize the available research on a specific subject, by sourcing evidence from other studies (Clarke, 2011). A rigorous systematic review must follow a predetermined plan as with any research endeavour. It is a structured method to analyse the literature on a specific subject that, like any primary research, is documented such that it could be replicated. It involves formulation of a review/research question, scoping the evidence base and devising appropriate keywords, conducting a comprehensive search of the literature, devising inclusion and exclusion criteria, synthesising the results from individual studies, analysis, and reporting the findings (JBIEBNM, 2000).

Research/Review Question Formulation

The first step in the methodology defined an appropriate question. The primary research question was “Can big data be categorised into distinct utilisation categories to improve semantic misinterpretation, leading to a better performance of big data analytics within healthcare”. Sub-questions to support this question are:

- What is big data used for in healthcare?
- How is big data use categorised?

Scoping the Evidence Base, Devising Appropriate Keywords and Selection Criteria

An initial literature review was conducted to identify potential literature sources, terminology, and keywords related to big data use in healthcare. The scope of the research was initially limited to publications that within the last 14 years. This was due to the relative recent evolution of big data and health analytics. Therefore, publications that were less than 3 years old had higher value than those published 14 or more years ago. High quality research conducted by reliable sources was deemed valid for use. Literature from internet websites such as blogs was not classified as high research quality material. Appropriate literature was identified by searching in online academic databases, including such as JAMIA, Wiley Online and IEEE. Conference papers, journal articles, books, research papers, fact sheets, government reviews and standards, as well statistics were also included within the initial research phase. Peer reviewed literature was deemed reliable and literature that did not fit the appropriate criteria was excluded.

The second step was to further define the initial search terms and search appropriate literature that met the criteria. The initial search of the literature resulted in 30 articles selected as potentially suitable for inclusion in the study. From initial literature review search terms were then created to conduct a full literature search methodology. Each article was categorised into search terms (Table 1) and database source with number of articles found (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Terms Used</th>
<th>Number of Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big data and clinical decision support</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data and health care delivery</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data and health services</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data and health care admin</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data consumers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data patients</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data behaviour</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data clinical data management</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data health care data management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data and Electronic Health Records</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data and public health</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of publications</strong></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of publications located using final search terms
The search of the literature using the above terms resulted in 40 articles. No relevant articles were found by using the search term big data and healthcare admin. This is not to say that there is no research concerning big data and healthcare admin, however, it does suggest that there are limited search results from using that particular research term. Five out of the 40 articles came from JAMIA while seven came from ProQuest. Big data within healthcare is a new and growing field, which encompasses articles that rarely categorise the use of big data within healthcare. Through inspection of where the articles were found, assessment of what is currently being published regarding big data use in healthcare can be identified.

Synthesising the Results from Individual Studies

Step 3 involved combing the results of the literature search. The literature collected was sorted from high quality useful material to low quality research literature. High quality material refers to articles found from peer reviewed journal articles that contained relevant information. By reading and analysing the literature it was possible to identify those articles relevant to the research question. Given the diversity in context, and in order to allow preliminary analysis, four broad categories below, as suggested by Groves (2013), were used to provide an initial categorisation:

1. Administration and delivery: managing healthcare delivery costs: Administration and delivery refers to the management of healthcare delivery. Big data analytics can be shown to utilise numerous activities that can be categorised into admin and delivery. Therefore, where the use influences the management of healthcare delivery, it is placed in this category.

2. Clinical decision support: Big data can be used to support clinical decision making. Various components that allow clinicians to gain additional information to aid in the decision making process are categorised within clinical decision support.

3. Clinical information: This category represents the information and data sets that are specifically available for big data analytics. The information systems that hold the clinical information as well as the various types of clinical information systems are evident within this category.

4. Behaviour/consumer: Within the behaviour/consumer category, big data uses are recognised for the purpose of demographical analysis. Behaviour and lifestyle factors of both individuals and the public are also represented here.

As the analysis progressed, it was realised that a fifth category was required for articles and annotations of usage that did not fit into one of the primary broad Groves categories. This category was ‘support information’.
Support Information: This category refers to big data uses that cannot be distinctly categorised into one of the other four categories. Either its use surpasses one category and fits into several or has been shown to fit into its own category of use.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The articles revealed numerous potential usage applications. Table 2 presents the multiple utilisations based on the extended general categories, as extrapolated from Groves (2013).

**Table 2: Analysis of articles using Groves (2013) extended categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groves Extended Categories</th>
<th>Article Reference</th>
<th>Type of Information Located</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration and delivery: managing healthcare delivery costs</td>
<td>Murdoch &amp; Detsky, 2013</td>
<td>Electronic Health Records, decision making, observational based evidence, patient data, trails, case studies, quantitative data, real time patient data, genomics demographics, lifestyle information from other sources, healthcare deliver, economic values, medication lists, family history, practitioner data, knowledge dissemination, direct information to patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose &amp; Burgin, 2014</td>
<td>Monitoring of evidences based guideline for prevention screening, treatment plan, Electronic Health Records -population data, patient specific information, patient reported data, physician collected information, medication records, patient behaviour, reduce costs, predictive analysis-risk accuracy, medication adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monheit &amp; Berk, 2001</td>
<td>Health care costs, health insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheldon, 1998</td>
<td>Organizational healthcare, assurance healthcare, state medicine, quality indicators,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fertle &amp; Shortell, 2001</td>
<td>Track population, disease registry, clinical information -outcome data, evidence based, financial data, process data, legal data, education, academic, guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical decision support</td>
<td>Adler-Milstein &amp; Jha, 2013</td>
<td>Early detection of treatment, lower costs, Clinical decision support, Electronic Health records-Bio surveillance, Accurate predictions of sick, health behaviours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bates et al., 2003</td>
<td>Health information systems, Evidence based medicine, clinical decision support, Electronic Health Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weber et al., 2009</td>
<td>Ontology, health observations, demographics, Clinical data, health research information, patient information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thadani, Weng, Bigger, Ennever, &amp; Wajngurt, 2009</td>
<td>Electronic Health Record, clinical trials, semantic dictionary, Predictive analysis, E-screening, demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swinglehurst, Pierce, &amp; Fuller, 2001</td>
<td>Decision making, GP evidence based medicine, primary care delivery, clinical information, Local health, community health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peleg &amp; Tu, 2006</td>
<td>Clinical data, standard terminology, healthcare delivery, patient care, reducing costs-prevention of medication errors, educational institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooper, Kennedy, &amp; Springer, 2007</td>
<td>Health care management-healthcare services, laboratory results, healthcare databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chen, Mao, &amp; Liu, 2014</td>
<td>Public health, biomedical data, R and D, genomics, clinical gene diagnosis fraud claims, error investigation, tax claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cushing, 2013</td>
<td>Visual analytics, research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howe et al., 2008</td>
<td>Biological data, research, semantics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical information</td>
<td>Liu &amp; Park, 2014</td>
<td>External health data (social media), Electronic Health Record, mobilised Health Record, health monitors, genetic sequencing, biomedical sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doug et al., 2008</td>
<td>Confidential data-machine learning-clinical trials, epidemiological database, research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schouten, 2013</td>
<td>Predictive modelling, anomalies detection, pattern detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sanat, 2013</td>
<td>Real time consumer sentiment, social interaction, financial data, predictive diagnostic, warrant y analysis, genomic research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chawla &amp; Davis, 2013</td>
<td>Decision making, disease risk profiles, disease prevention, disease management, clinical data, population based evidence healthcare, individual based evidence healthcare, genomics, lifestyle and environmental behaviours to contribute to factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuriyan &amp; Cobb, 2013</td>
<td>Reduce costs, insurance claims, health claims data, demographics: social determinants-health population, prescription data-forecasting chronic disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eramo, 2013</td>
<td>Electronic health record clinical data, disease registry data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skolnik &amp; Bertman, 2013</td>
<td>Electronic health records, population chronic disease management, physician behaviour, treatment management, clinical decision support, evidence based medicine, diagnosis and therapeutic interventions, Electronic health record data analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin, 2008</td>
<td>Electronic health records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonney, 2013</td>
<td>Healthcare reform, electronic health record, population healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ackerman, 2012</td>
<td>Genomics disease treatment, outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green, 2006</td>
<td>Clinical care, disease epidemiology, social behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diets &amp; Lumley, 2002</td>
<td>Predictive public health, public health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen in Table 2, even from these 40 articles, there is a broad range of uses of big data in healthcare. A summary of these findings include:

- Seven out of the forty articles suggested that predictive analysis or some type of disease or predictive model can be used with big data analytics.
- Seven discussed a potential to reduce costs.
- Three articles contained information regarding semantic standards within big data analytics. In addition, primary care, health care delivery and a variety of other uses were found within the literature review.

A pattern was noted in regards to the sub categories; these either directly or indirectly influenced management of healthcare delivery. Therefore, it was deemed suitable to place each utilisation that had activities involving management into the category of administration and delivery: managing healthcare delivery costs.

- Twelve articles suggested that electronic health records would be integrated within big data analytics.
- Five suggested that evidence based medicine would be a significant outcome of big data analytics. Other big data activities within healthcare resulted in further support for clinical decision support.
- Ten articles suggest that big data analytics within healthcare will produce clinical decision support.

It can be inferred from the literature that electronic health records as well as other data can be process within big data analytics and result in extraction of valuable information that can be used as evidence based medicine and clinical decision-making support.

- Sixteen articles indicated a variety of data and information that would be utilised within big data healthcare analytics.
- Five articles expressed big data analytics role in genomics.
- Fifteen articles represented a big data role in public health.

The big data healthcare activities found within the literature displayed a pattern of databases and information that could be used by big data analytics to map out potential outbreaks of disease within the public. This would be possible as individual data is mapped out. These activities were deemed suitable for the category of clinical information, as they involve the various types of clinical information available. Information such as and not limited to genomics, patient data and clinical trials.

- Fifteen articles from the literature review demonstrated the utilisation category behaviour/consumer.

Literature regarding health behaviours, health observations, demographics, and information regarding the lifestyles of patients were noted. It is shown that big data analytics has the ability to track and map the lifestyle of individuals, and this can result in predictive analysis of individuals and the public. Therefore, a pattern involving the integration of all the categories is evident.
Support information and big data utilisation that did not fit the categories created were placed in other. It should be noted that activities performed by big data analytics within the category support information also intertwine with the other categories. It is evident that the big data utilisation categories although distinct do interrelate.

Figure 3 was constructed from analysis of the articles in Table 2 and represents the currency of big data use within healthcare.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Effective integration of data mining and medical informatics and its subsequent analysis using big data techniques will no doubt impact healthcare delivery costing and improved healthcare results via well informed decision making (Sun, 2013). From a systematic review of the literature, a cross section of variety of articles was extracted for use within the study. Literature was located in multiple databases, which suggests that yet no standard or definitive natural place for publishing on big data in healthcare has been established. Further, the limited number of academic articles found suggest that as an aspect of healthcare, health informatics and data science, it has yet to establish a sound academic base and body of literature, despite this, there is a plethora of marketing cases and suggested uses evident through the popular press and websites. Future similar research may include analysis of such materials and examples of vendor studies, as well as identification of other material from reference citations from the initial articles selected.

From the systematic review of the literature, utilisation categories were created. The categories incorporate semantics. The creation of categories can potentially result in creation of standard terms and vocabulary used within big data analytics. Indeed, this could result in more refined searches and improved yield to support evidence based medicine, and form reliable and efficient decision support for diagnosis and treatment of patients. Identification of what literature is currently being published regarding big data analytics in healthcare may lead to more defined publishing that can assist in identifying the current uses of big data analytics. In addition, identification of the databases can also result in determining what databases are helpful for future research in big data analytics.

This research suggested big data utilisation categories, which the existing literature can be classified into: administration and deliver, clinical decision support, clinical information, behaviour/consumer and support information. Using an extended classification system to classify studies, a broad categorisation of big data uses in healthcare has been mapped. This provides a basis upon which to explore ‘taming’ big data use, so that a
greater understanding can be promoted. Further, this will allow subsequent identification of the types of analytical tools that can be employed. The study provides a picture of the disparate and diverse uses of big data in healthcare. This indicates that today, its use is not systematic but opportunistic. The potential is being explored through these initial uses, and demonstrates a promise of rapid expansion and exploration in a proliferating data environment. This preliminary review provides a basis from which to investigate and target fundamental questions on the data content, storage, processing, delineation and access. Future research should draw attention to these factors in addition to questioning the errors in such data and sources, and the metrics with which the use of big data can be measured. This paper adds to the discourse, as it is the first systematic review of big data uses in the current literature.
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